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FOAM ROLLING - A TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
by Deavon Black (CrossFit Nor-Easter)

We see it on the whiteboard all the time: 
‘Foam Roll’. In our box, it usually appears at the 
bottom of the list of things to do under the ‘Cool 
Down’ heading.  Most CrossFitters know what 
foam rolling is, but do we all know exactly what it 
is doing for our bodies?  How exactly does it help 
improve our performance?

Simply put, Foam Rolling is a method of 
kneading/massaging our fascia to prevent or 
rehabilitate impaired function of muscle 
tissue.

As CrossFitters we put our musculoskeletal 
system under a tremendous amount of stress, 
and this stress tends to manifest itself into 
differing levels of what the medical community 
refers to as ‘the ouchies’.

We have this really cool layer of soft tissue 
called ‘Fascia’ that surrounds and supports all 
of our muscle and connective tissue. Fascia is 
a fibrous tissue that runs parallel to the direction 
of pull of the muscle it surrounds, and it exists in 
multiple layers (semi graphic photo of fashia). It is 
disputed as to exactly how Fascia should be 
classified, but for our purposes we can look at 
superficial fascia and deep fascia.  Superficial 
fascia blends in with the reticular layer of the skin 
while deep fascia blends in with and surrounds 
the muscles, bones, nerves and blood vessels of 
the body.  More on this later.
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So what happens when we post a new PR on 
our Fran time and we don’t foam roll? Well, the 
stress placed upon the fascia causes it to become 
inflamed.  As we all know, inflammation is BAD.  
When we experience inflammation in the fascia 
the blood flow is restricted to the affected area, 
inhibiting our ability to recover from the damage.  
Inflamed soft tissues are stiff soft tissues, and this 
can limit your range of motion and cause most 
movement in the affected area to be very 
uncomfortable.  This is bad news for future 
WOD’s!!  If we don’t foam roll we are setting 
ourselves up to experience Somatic Dysfunction, 
which is the impaired or altered function of bodily 
structures.

Here’s how that happens: CrossFitter irritates 
fascia.  CrossFitter doesn’t release the tension in 
the fascia.  Fascia gets really upset with us and 
becomes even MORE irritated.  Chronic irritation 
follows, causing our connective tissue to thicken.  
Thick connective tissue causes worse pain and 
irritation.  Thick tissue results in reflexive muscle 
tension that causes more inflammation.  By now 
the original problem area of fascia is probably ok, 
but a chain reaction of irritated tissue is spreading 
throughout the body.

So when we don’t foam roll, we are 
susceptible to a vicious cycle of ‘the ouchies’.

Ok, enough of the scary stuff. So know we 
know what fascia is and what happens when we 
don’t show it a little love.  But how exactly to we 

turn our irritated fascia into happy-go-lucky 
fascia?

There are a few different ways we can go 
about this. There are two main ways to sooth 
you’re aching tissues; passive myofascial release 
(athlete stays relaxed) and active myofascial 
release (athlete provides resistance).  Direct and 
indirect techniques are used in either category.  
But let’s not get to lost in the technical jargon; 
what’s important for us to understand is that 
fascia allows our muscles to glide over muscle 
and bone.  So when the fascia gets irritated it 
tends to lose its ‘gliding’ properties and shifts to 
more of a ‘sticky and tacky’ function.  Our goal in 
foam rolling is to pull the sticky and tacky 
elements apart in order to re-establish the 
beautiful, glorious glide.  One important note 
here, NEVER foam roll an area that is swollen.  
Trust me on this, its bad.

Back to making our fascia happy. We want to 
regain our smooth, supple fascia.  This means 
that we need to MOVE.  Here’s where that 
superficial fascia and deep fascia piece 
mentioned earlier comes in to play.  We need to 
get those layers of glued down fascia separated 
and moving again, and getting it done is pretty 
simple.

We need to do two things to get ourselves back in 
full working order: 1) apply pressure to the 
affected area and 2) Move the nearest joint into 
flexion (closing the angle of the limb to the body) 
and extension (opening the angle).
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For example, try this next time you see ‘Foam 
Roll’ in the cool down;

1. Foam Roll your quad by laying face down 
on the roller with it placed just below the hip 
under one leg.

2. Put weight into the roller and point your toe 
(ankle extension).

3. Hold the ankle extension and bring your 
heel up towards your butt (knee flexion).

4. Go into full knee extension (leg straight) and 
roll down your quad a bit further.

5. Repeat until you have rolled just above your 
knee.

What we’ve done here is tacked down the fascia 
and forced the muscle to move over the hard 
surface of the foam roller to break up and separate 
the different layers.  This is the basic principle of 
foam rolling, and we can apply it to other methods.  
For example, for smaller areas like the front of 
your shins (where we experience shin splints) you 
can pull the slack out of the muscle with your hand 
(either towards the ankle or knee, whichever joint 
is nearer the affected area) and use a lacrosse 
ball to grind out the muscle tissue where it comes 
in contact with the shin.  Again, we’ve tacked down 
the fascia and forced it move (in this case we 
moved the hard surface against the muscle 
instead of the other way around, but you get the 
idea).

Experiment with it. Find that piece of muscle that 
feels a little more tender than normal and hit it with 
a foam roller or lacrosse ball for 2-3 minutes.  This 
will release the tension in the fascia, increase 
blood flow to the area and restore your range of 
motion.  Release all that myofascial business and 
set yourself up for success tomorrow!!
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Meatballs
3 lbs ground beef

1 cup finely diced red onion

1 cup apple finely diced

1 egg

2 tablespoons curry powder

½ tablespoon sea salt

Fresh ground black pepper to taste

Preheat oven to 400. In a large bowl, place all  of 
the meatball ingredients and mix well.   using 
your hands.  Form  into meatballs just a little bit 
bigger than a golf ball and place into a large glass 
baking dish.  Bake for 25 minutes.  Makes 24 
meatballs.  While the meatballs are cooking 
prepare the sauce!

Curry Sauce

2 tablespoons coconut oil

1 teaspoon crushed garlic

1 tablespoon raw organic honey (optional)

1 tablespoon curry powder

2 tablespoons tomato paste

½ cup chicken broth

In a large skillet saute the garlic in the coconut 
oil over  medium heat  for 2-3 minutes. Add the 
honey, curry  powder, and tomato paste and 
whisk together.   Add the chicken broth and 
continue to whisk until the sauce is smooth.  
Bring to a simmer.  After the meatballs come out 
of the oven, add them  to the sauce in  the skillet 
and coat well.   Cover and cook for an additional 
5-10 minutes.  Serves 6-7.

CURRIED MEATBALLS

From everydaypaleo.com

http://everydaypaleo.com
http://everydaypaleo.com
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Texas Ranger?
When did you start CrossFit?
That is up for debate. April 13, 
2010 is my start date on paper, 
but I had a pattern of limited 
attendance for the longest  time. 
I feel my real start  date was 
during the spring of 2011. 
 
Do you have an a th le t i c 
background?
I was your typical kid. I played 
road hockey and football with 
friends but nothing significant. 
However, as I got older, I got 
taller but kept the body of a 9 
year old. I graduated high 
school around 120lbs and I left 
my confidence in grade 5. I was 
the walking contradiction to 
what Darwin had proposed. Not 
to say I have not tried to get in 
shape. I was always a strong 
supporter of the 1 month on, 5 
month off regiment.
   
What made you decide to join?
The simple answer is Anthony 
and Jodi Bainbridge. I had 
known Tony for a couple years 
before he started CrossFit 
Fredericton, back when he 
trained at your “typical” gym. I 
was attending UNB and had 
started going to a local gym 
down town. Tony and Jodi were 
also members. I can remember 
seeing them bring rings to the 
gym, skipping and rowing while 
everyone else was grunting and 
flexing in the mirrors.  One day 
they asked me to try “Annie” 
with them. It was horrible...you 
want me to jump that rope 2x’s, 
seriously? I have no idea what 
my time was, I know it was a 
disaster, but they stayed with 
me, took time out of their day to 

introduce it to me. So I owe a 
lot to them. I remember a 
gentleman from the gym came 
over to us and asked us what 
we were t ra in ing for. He 
represented the “gym guy”, of 
one mindset, this kind of 
training had to be for some 
specific purpose, as if this was 
too intense to just be a daily 
routine. 
Two years ago my friend and I 
were going to the YMCA. I had 
been talking about CrossFit for a 
while so we looked up this 
workout called “Fran”. We did a 
scaled version of this gem. I 
don’t  recall my score, but I will 
never forget the feeling. I have 
v iv id reco l lect ions of the 
washroom facilities. My buddy 
had his head out the passenger 
window for the entire drive 
home. Welcome to CrossFit!

W h a t a r e y o u r g o a l s ? 
Have you reached any yet?
Early on, every workout  and 
every movement had a goal 
attached. The goal was always 
to get better, feel better and 
look better. Now I can’t walk by 
a reflective object without 
flexing.
I wanted to be a trainer, plain 
a n d s i m p l e . M y l a c k o f 
consistency and confidence 
caused me to doubt my capacity 
to take on such a challenge. It 
only served to facilitate my 
excuses to put it off. I have a 
tendency to aim high and bail 
out early, so why break the mold 
now? I was good at it. After a 
few months of solid training this 
summer, I felt I was ready and 
made the trip to Montreal with 
Pat  and Jeff to take on the 
CrossFit gods. 

Stats 

-CrossFitting 
since Apr/10
-Deadlift:315#
-Clean:185#
-Back Squat:265#
-Front Squat:225#
-FBG:261
-Fran:6:00

ROB WALKER
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What are some results that you've seen?
Over the first few months, it was hard not to notice the 
guys who had been there for a while and already reaping 
the rewards of the system. One of the biggest changes for 
me is that I am now able to hold my own with those guys 
and I am the one seeing the rewards. With CrossFit, you 
leave your ego at the door, it is the culture, the norm, it is 
expected. But it never hurts to choose someone you know 
will push you and challenge you. 

Do you have an accomplishment that you're very proud of?
I have a lifelong pattern of starting something but not 
finishing. Increasing my  attendance consistently for over 8 
months is a testament to how important CrossFit has 
become. Being a trainer puts a smile on my face every time 
I walk into the gym and designing 2 weeks of programming 
in December was one of the greatest experiences I’ve had 
at CrossFit. 
I recently brought my “Cindy” total to 20+, a PR of 4 rds in 
less than 5 months and added 45 reps to FGB over 4 
months this summer.

Do you remember your first workout? What was it like?
The intro WOD was my first. When I started it was not done 
as a precursor to fundamentals. It was just a coincidence 
that it was the WOD that day. I was pretty nervous. I can 
remember being beside Dan Phillips and just asking him to 
hold me. I finished that day with 7 rds and would never 
have thought there would be a point where I’d be doing it 
in just under 14 and I’d be the one holding Dan. To this day, 
there has yet to be a WOD where I do not experience that 
nervous energy in the minutes leading up to it.

If you're in an elevator, and someone asks you "what is 
CrossFit?" what would you say?
It is an opportunity for an individual to reach fitness 
achievements performed with a group. A non-CrossFit 
workout involves isolation movements like arm curls. If you 
model tank tops, then you are in the right place. For the 
rest of us, we need something that works multiple muscles 
at once, allowing for shorter and more intense workouts. 

Run 1km, toss in some toes to bar and burpees and see 
how your popeye arms meet that challenge. Can you even 
do burpees without a mirror to self-worship? A  CrossFitter 
trains across multiple domains and avoids training that is 
mundane and repetitive. 
The reality is that this question often stumps me. It is hard 
to explain a feeling, an addiction, a desire to sweat, curse 
and push yourself past your preconceived limits. How do 
you explain being in love? You can try your best to explain it 
as you know it, but it won’t fully be understood until it is 
experienced. Make it through your first class and then we’ll 
talk.

What do you tell someone that's hesitant to try CrossFit?
Come in and watch a workout. Do not focus on the 
workout, focus instead on the members, the relationship 
and camaraderie they offer each other. You will not find an 
unhappy member in the gym. Your progress is directly 
linked to the atmosphere in which you train. Every member 
will tell you, they are where they are in their training 
because of the support they receive from the CrossFit 
family. One of the first workouts I did involved pushups and 
a lot of them. I was the last one. I felt embarrassed and 
wanted to bail. Every member from my 5:30 class stayed 
and cheered me on. What was even more staggering is the 
6:30 class that came in, joined them. To this day, it is one 
of those defining moments.
There are many days where I don’t feel like getting off the 
couch to train. We have all been there... rowing?? I don’t 
like that; I will just stay  home today. If I had to rely  on self 
motivation, on the couch is where I would stay. With 
CrossFit, I am able to change my focus from training to 
seeing friends and hanging out. This is often enough to get 
me there. I know that as soon as I walk in the door I will be 
glad I did and ready to train.

Favorite lift? 
Front Squats and Squat Cleans
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Interested in joining?

Come try a FREE workout on 
Saturday morning at 9am. Leave 
your money at home. We don’t 
want to sell you anything; we 
just want you to feel the 
difference CrossFit can make.

Contact Kevin Wood at 
info@crossfitmoncton.com to 
confirm your FREE session, or 
call (506) 962-0710.

CROSSFIT MONCTON
25 Alcock Street 

Moncton, NB
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